
Receiving a Message

When interacting in this system through SMS, the user is getting and receiving texts from 
a unique proxy number, similar to how you text a transit company to get bus times.

Below are SMS equivalents for actions in the app.

Needs to be done in person.

You are given a code that, if texted to someone 
with an app, will open it up for them in the app.

Pick up in person!

Sending requests must be done manually 
through conversation, although times 
automatically show up as links to the person 
with the app.

Links for auto-fill still happen for the person with the app.

Formal money request is not possible.

Not available for SMS.

SMS Version

Hi son!

Sent via WU Messaging

Receiving a Transfer

Ibrahim has sent you 3600 Rupees.

------

To pick up in person, reply with *1

To transfer instantly to your bank, 

reply with *2

Scheduling a Call

Ibrahim would like to schedule a 

call at 8:00PM PST.

------

Reply with *3 to confirm.

If this time does not suit you, 

reply with *4 and let Ibrahim know 

a time that works better for you.

Requesting a Transfer

You've decided to pick up 3600 

Rupees from Ibrahim at your 

nearest Western Union location.

#49sd0f89fg0d485

Show this confirmation code to 

your nearest Western Union 

location to pick up 3600 Rupees 

from Ibrahim.

Remember to bring an ID so we can 

assure no one else picks up your 

money.

------

Reply with *9 for an address to 

your nearest Western Union 

location

Your nearest Western Union 

location is at 9-40, 

Venkateshwara Nagar,  Hyderabad, 

Telangana 500047

Location hours are:

M-F: 7:00AM till 4:00PM

Sat: 7:00AM till 1:00PM

Sun: 7:00AM till 11:00AM

You still have 3600 Rupees to 

pick up from Ibrahim.

You will be sent a reminder once 

a week until 9/11/2016.

------

To pick up the 3600 Rupees from 

Ibrahim, reply with *1

Sorry, but you do not yet have a 

bank set up with Western Union. To 

do so, please see a representative 

at your nearest Western Union 

location.

------

To pick up the 3600 Rupees Ibrahim 

has sent you, reply with *1

3600 Rupees has been transferred 

to your bank (ID 35432453).

You confirmation number is 343948.

Sending a Transfer

Filtering Important Messages

Press *2 - Valid Bank

Press *2 - No Bank

Press *1

Press *9

Press *1

Haven’t Picked Up
For A Week

Go To Location

Already Know Location

Press *1


